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A uniqueness theorem in terms of numerical invariants is established for certain 
mixed p-local groups, called B-modules, which include both the balanced projective 
groups and the torsion A-groups. In general, a B-module does not contain a 
decomposition basis, and when it does, it reduces to a direct sum of an A-group 
and a balanced projective group. A special class of B-modules, the members of 
which are called S-modules, constitutes a natural generalization of S-groups and 
the following fact is proved: If H is an isotype. subgroup of the p-local balanced 
projective group G with G/H countable, then H is an S-module. (s‘ 1991 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we prove a uniqueness theorem for a class of p-local 
abelian groups that includes the torsion A-groups of [3]. Recall that a 
p-local abelian group is a module over the ring Z, of the rational integers 
localized at a fixed prime p. All groups encountered in this paper will be 
p-local and it will be understood that all subgroups considered are, in fact, 
Z,-submodules. A subgroup H of the p-local group G is said to be isotype 
if p”G n H = p”H for all ordinals a and is said to be nice if p”(G/H) = 
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(p*G + H)/H for all ordinals ~1. A subgroup that is both nice and isotype 
is called a balanced subgroup. By a balanced projective group we shall mean 
a p-local group which is projective with respect to all balanced short exact 
sequences. These groups, also called KT-modules in [14], have been 
studied extensively by Warfield in [14, 151. As is well known, the torsion 
balanced projective groups are the totally projective p-groups classified in 
[ 11. Furthermore, the balanced projective groups form that class of mixed 
p-local groups which yields the most successful generalization of the theory 
of totally projective groups. For example, not only do the p-local balanced 
projective groups possess an Axiom 3 characterization [9] and a classilica- 
tion in terms of numerical invariants [ 143, but there are also striking 
parallels between the properties of the isotype subgroups of balanced pro- 
jective groups and those of totally projective p-groups (see [ 10, 111). The 
present paper contributes further to the development of this remarkable 
correspondence between the properties of the isotype subgroups of these 
two classes of groups. 
An isotype subgroup H of a reduced totally projective p-group G is said 
to be an A-group if, using the terminology of [S], G/H is a valuated 
coproduct of uniformly c-valuated totally projective p-groups. In [3], 
A-groups H are classified in terms of a new set of invariants that includes 
the Ulm-Kaplansky invariants of H and also of certain associated groups 
E,(H), where the p’s are limit ordinals of uncountable colinality. More 
precisely, E,,(H) = f?JH,, where H, = H/p”H and R, is the completion of 
H,, in the p-topology (that is, the topology on H, induced by taking the 
subgroups p”H,, LY < p, as a neighborhood basis at 0). We shall extend this 
theory to what we call B-modules, that is, to a certain class of those p-local 
groups H that can be imbedded as an isotype subgroup of balanced 
projective group G in such a fashion that G/H is a valuated coproduct of 
uniformly c-valuated p-local balanced projective groups. It will turn out 
that the A-groups are just the torsion B-modules (see Theorem 4.2 below). 
We shall show that a B-module H is determined up to isomorphism by the 
Ulm-Kaplansky and Warlield invariants of H and of the various E, (H)‘s. 
We want to mention that an analogous but less extensive generalization 
of A-groups appeared in [4]. In that paper, a p-local group H is said to 
be an A-module provided it can be imbedded as an isotype subgroup of a 
p-local Warfield group G (see [6]) with G/H a coproduct of uniformly 
c-valuated totally projective groups. One surprising and previously 
unnoticed consequence of the uniqueness theorem of [4] is the fact that every 
A-module splits into the direct sum of an A-group and a Warfield group. 
A similar phenomenon occurs with certain B-modules; namely, a B-module 
possesses a decomposition basis (see delinition below) if and only if it is a 
direct sum of an A-group and a balanced projective group (Theorem 4.2). 
But, of course, B-modules do not as a rule have decomposition bases. One 
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of the more noteworthy contributions of the present paper is the classtfication 
by numerical invariants of a large class of mixed groups that do not contain 
decomposition bases. 
Let us now review further some standard notation and terminology. 
With any p-local group G, we associate its Urn-Kaplansky invariant fo 
defined as follows: fc(Cr)=dim((pXG)[p]/(pa+lG)[p]) for each ordinal c( 
and fG(co) =dim(p”G)[p], where pooG is the maximal divisible subgroup 
of G. If x is an element of the p-local group G, we write 1x1 to denote the 
height, at the prime p, of x computed in G. If 1, is a limit ordinal, h,(A) = 
dim(p”G/p’*G), where p’*G consists of those x in pAG with the property 
that there exists some n < o with lprxl > 1. + n. (We follow, throughout this 
paper, the convention of considering 0 to be a limit ordinal.) We also 
define h,(co) = dim(Q @ p”G), or equivalently, h,(a) is the cardinal 
number of copies of Q, the additive group of rationals, that occur in any 
direct decomposition of p”G into rank one groups. Although our definition 
differs slightly from the one given in [ 141, ho is the same Warfield invariant 
introduced in that paper. Recall further that Warfield established in [14] 
the following uniqueness theorem: The p-local balanced projective groups G 
and G’ are isomorphic tf and only if fc = fGC and ho = ho,. Since a p-local 
balanced projective group G has the property that each x E G has only 
finitely many gaps in its height sequence (that is, there exists an n CO 
such that Ip”(p”x)l = 1~~x1 + m for all m < o, where it is understood that 
cc + m = co), the invariant ho can be identified, at least for balanced 
projective groups, with the more general Warfield invariant of [6]. 
We say that @ iE, A, is a valuated coproduct in G provided that { Ai}iE, 
is a family of independent subgroups of G and Ial = min{ [ail: i E I} 
whenever a = Cic, ai with ajE A, for each i. If X is a subset of the p-local 
group G such that G/(X) is torsion and (X) = @ .~t X (x) is a valuated 
coproduct, then X is said to be a decomposition basis for G. Every p-local 
balanced projective group G possesses a decomposition basis X and, 
because of the observation made earlier concerning the height sequence of 
elements in such a G, we may assume that F= (X) is a free valuated 
group in the sense of [ 131 (that is, Ip”x( = 1x1 +n for all x E X and all 
n < 0). In fact, among p-local groups the balanced projective groups are 
characterized as those G that contain a free valuated subgroup F with G/F 
a totally projective p-group [IS]. Clearly if G is a balanced projective 
group, then it will contain a decomposition basis X such that 1x1 is a limit 
ordinal or GO for all x E X and, in these circumstances, ho (1,) is precisely the 
cardinal number of x’s in X with 1x1 = 1. 
If H is a subgroup of the p-local group G, then the coset valuation is the 
ordinal valued function defined on GJH by 
Ix+HI=sup{lx+hl+l: hEH} 
481143’1.3 
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Endowed with the coset valuation, G/H becomes a c-valuated group in 
the sense of [S]. We shall say that the quotient groups G/H and G’/H’ 
are isomorphic as c-valuated groups if there exists an isomorphism 
4: G/H + G’/H’ that preserves coset valuations, that is, /4(x + H)I = 
Jx+H( for all XEG. 
If H and H’ are subgroups of G and G’, respectively, then we say that 
H and H’ are equivalent provided there is an isomorphism +: G + G’ with 
$(H) = H’. The uniqueness theorem we shall establish for B-modules relies 
on the following equivalence theorem, which in turn is a generalization of 
the equivalence theorem for isotype subgroups of totally projective groups 
that appears in [S]. 
THEOREM 1.1 [ 111. Let H and H’ be isotype subgroups of the p-local 
balanced projective groups G and G’, respectively. Then H and H’ are 
equivalent if and only if 
(i) the Urn-Kaplansky and Warfield invariants of H and H’ are 
equal; 
(ii) G/H and G’/H’ are isomorphic as c-valuated groups. 
2. B-MODULES AND THEIR INVARIANTS 
Let ,U be an infinite limit ordinal. We say that (H, G) is a BP-pair 
provided G is a reduced p-local balanced projective group of length not 
exceeding 1 and H is a subgroup of G that satisfies the following condi- 
tions: 
(a) H is isotype in G. 
(b) p”(G/H) = (p*G + H)/H for all CI <p, 
(c) G/H is a balanced projective group. 
If (H, G) is a BP-pair, then we shall call H a p-elementary B-module. (Note 
that, with H= G and p sufficiently large, any reduced p-local balanced 
projective group is a p-elementary B-module. Furthermore unless (H, G) is 
a proper BP-pair in the sense that G has length p, H will be a summand of 
G and thus will also be a balanced projective group.) By a B-module, we 
shall mean any p-local group that can be expressed as the direct sum of a 
balanced projective group and p-elementary B-modules for various ,u’s. 
Since, as far as structure and classification are concerned, we may restrict 
attention to B-modules that are reduced, we shall assume in subsequent 
discussions that any given B-module decomposes into a direct sum of 
p-elementary B-modules for various infinite limit ordinals p. In fact, as our 
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next result shows, we may further limit our consideration to those p’s that 
are of uncountable cofmality. 
THEOREM 2.1. If (H, G) is a B,-pair with cof(p) = w, then H is a 
balanced projective group. 
Proof. Recall that a subgroup N of the p-local group G is said to be 
separable (see [2]) provided that to each x E G there corresponds a coun- 
tablesubset S,ofNsuch that sup{lx+zl: z~N}=sup{~x+z~: ZES,). By 
Theorem 1.5 in [lo], H will be a balanced projective group provided there 
exists a family %? of separable subgroups of G such that the following condi- 
tions are satisfied: 
(1) HE%. 
(2) If {Ni}i,l is a subfamily of V, then Cit,N,~V. 
(3) If A/H is a countable subgroup of G/H, then there is an NE %’ 
such that A L N and NJH is countable. 
But G/H is a balanced projective group and therefore the Axiom 3 charac- 
terization of p-local balanced projective groups given in [9] yields a family 
+? of subgroups of G that satisfies (l), (2), (3), and such that N/H is 
nice in G/H whenever NE V. Thus the proof will be complete if we can 
show, under the current hypotheses, that N/H being nice in GJH implies 
that N is separable in G. Exploiting the canonical isomorphism 
G/N g (G/H)(N/H) and condition (b) in the definition of BP-pairs, one 
readily sees that N/H being nice in G/H at least implies that 
(4) p”(G/N) = (p*G + N)/N for all U-C p. 
Hence it is enough to show that (4) implies that N is separable in G. So 
assuming (4) and XE G\H, let 1” = sup{ Ix + zl: ZEN}. Because G has 
length p, 2 < ~1. If L < p, then x + N ep’(G/N) = (p’G + N)/N and, conse- 
quently, there is a ZEN with Ix + zI = 2. On the other hand, if ;1= p, 
then x + NE~~‘(G/N) = nrrCP p*(G/N) = n,<, (p*G + N)/N. Then, since 
cof(p) = o, we can in this case select a family {zi} ;< Q of elements in N such 
that ~=sup{lx+z,l:i<o}. 
Because of Theorem 2.1, we may assume that any given B-module H has 
a fixed direct decomposition H = eie, Hi and a fixed imbedding as an 
isotype subgroup of a p-local balanced projective group G = @ rt, Gi, 
where, for each i, (Hi, Gi) is a B,(,,-pair and where the p(i)% are distinct 
limit ordinals of uncountable cofinality. In terms of this imbedding of H in 
G, it is important from a computational point of view to observe that 
E,(H) g 0 ‘“G 
.,/,p’G+H’ 
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where, as introduced earlier, E,(H) = i?JHP. Indeed, since H is isotype in 
G, HP = H/pPH can be viewed as an isotype subgroup of G/pPG and the 
latter group is complete in its p-topology. (The point is that G/p”G is itself 
a balanced projective group and therefore, by the structure theory of [lS], 
a direct sum of p-local groups of length less than p. Since cof(p) #o, the 
completeness of G/pPG follows from Proposition 4 in [ 121.) Therefore R, 
can be realized as the p-closure in G/pPG of the subgroup (H + p”G)/ 
pPG E H,. Pursuing the computation of E,(H) further, one can show, 
precisely as in the proof of Lemma A in [3], that E,,(H) g pP(Gi/Hi) if 
p = p(i) and E,(H) = 0 if p is distinct from all the p(i)‘s associated with the 
decomposition H = eit, Hi. In particular, since each G,/H, is a balanced 
projective group, all the E, (H)‘s are balanced projective groups, which are 
classified by their Ulm-Kaplansky and Warlield invariants. 
Motivated by the foregoing discussion, we now define the B-invariants 
Fr = F, and GF = G,, associated with any B-module H, as 
F&4= fH(co (f 
if p = 0, 
EJH) (a) if p is an infinite limit ordinal with cof(p) #o. 
G,W = 
hAa) if p = 0, 
h~,d4 if p is an infinite limit ordinal with cof(p) #o. 
In the next section, we prove a uniqueness theorem that demonstrates that 
a B-module is determined up to isomorphism by its B-invariants. 
3. THE UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
We begin this section with a couple of elementary observations that will 
play an important role in the proof of our uniqueness theorem. First, note 
that if G and G’ are balanced projective p-local groups with p”G g pPG’ for 
some limit ordinal p, then there exists a balanced projective group T of 
length p such that G 0 T z G’ 0 T. Indeed it suffices to choose T with large 
enough invariants to insure that fc(a)+fT(a)=fT(a)=fc,(a)+fr(cr) for 
all a <p and ho(R) + h,(A) = hT(jl) = h,,(i) + h,(A) for all limit ordinals 
II < p. 
In the formulation of our second observation, we find it convenient to 
use some special terminology. If G is a p-local group of limit length p and 
if H is an isotype subgroup such that p”(G/H) = p’(G + H)/H for all CI < p, 
then H is said to be almost balanced in G. Thus, H is almost balanced in 
G if (H, G) is a proper BP-pair. Now let us observe the following: Zf H and 
H’ are almost balanced in G and G’, respectively, where both G and G’ have 
limit length p and if G/H z G’IH’, then these quotient groups are isomorphic 
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as c-valuated groups. To see that this is so, it suffices to note, in these 
circumstances, that the coset valuation on G/H is the p-uniform c-valuation 
of [S] (that is, if x$ H and x+ Hep”(G/H), then lx+ HJ =p; while if 
x + H#pp(G/H), then (x + HI is the successor of the p-height of x + H as 
computed in G/H). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let H and H’ be p-local B-modules. Then H g H’ if and 
only if H and H’ have identical B-invariants. 
ProoJ Clearly isomorphic B-modules have the same B-invariants. Thus 
we assume that H and H’ are B-modules with equal B-invariants. Then we 
may take H = @ iE, Hi and H’ = @ iGl Hi as isotype subgroups, respec- 
tively, of the balanced projective groups G = @ ic, Gi and G’ = @ iel G(, 
where, for each in Z, (Hi, Gi) and (H(, G:) are BP,,,-pairs and where the 
p(i)‘s are distinct limit ordinals of uncountable cofinality. Furthermore, 
since H and H’ have the same B-invariants, the uniqueness theorem for 
p-local balanced projective groups [14] yields 
P’(i)(Gi/Hi) E E,,,,(H) 2 E,,i,(H’) E p““‘(G:/Hi) 
for all i E I. But then by the initial observation of this section, we can aug- 
ment each Gj and G: in such a manner that G,/H,r GI/Hi for all iE I. 
(Although this process enlarges G and G’, it leaves H and H’ unchanged.) 
Moreover, since we may assume that Hi = Gi whenever EPci,( H) = 0, our 
second observation implies, for all i, that G,/H, and GI/H: are isomorphic 
as c-valuated groups. Finally, since the canonical isomorphisms 
G/H E @ isI G, JHi and G’/H’ E @ ie, G,!/Hi obviously correspond to 
valuated coproduct decompositions of G/H and G’IH’, when the latter 
are viewed as c-valuated groups, we see that these quotient groups are 
isomorphic as c-valuated groups and therefore Theorem 1.1 applies to yield 
the desired isomorphism between H and H’. 
Availing ourselves of existence theorems from [ 14, 31, we can derive a 
structural consequence of Theorem 3.1 that will play a crucial role in 
Section 4. But first we need to introduce certain notation and terminology 
which will be used throughout the remainder of this paper. 
Let COm denote the class of ordinals with the symbol cc adjoined. We 
extend the customary ordering of the ordinals to the class 8, by requiring 
that c( < co for all c( E om. Most existence theorems for abelian groups are 
formulated in terms of the class 9 consisting of all cardinal-valued func- 
tions f defined on Corn for which there exists an ordinal A, depending onL 
such that f(a) = 0 whenever c1 is an ordinal with c1 z 1. The smallest such 
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2 will be called the length of/ Following [3], iffe 9 and if ct < /?, where 
a, /?eOm, we let 
f Bf(Y)= c f(Y) and z Ct<y<p 
A pair (f, h) of functions in 9 will be called an admissible pair if h(a) = 0 
whenever c1 is a nonlimit and 
for all 01. The fundamental existence theorem of [14] asserts that there is 
a p-local balanced projective group G with fo = f and h, = h if and only if 
(f, h) is an admissible pair. Recall, also, that a function f E 9 is said to be 
admissible if (A 0) is an admissible pair where 0 denotes the function identi- 
cally zero on LOm. 
COROLLARY 3.2. If (H, G) is a B,-pair with G/H torsion, then H is the 
direct sum of a balanced projective group and an A-group. 
Proof: We may assume that cof(p) # o and E,(A) g p@(G/H) # 0, since 
otherwise H is itself a balanced projective group. Let g be the 
Ulm-Kaplansky invariant of pp(G/H), f = fH, and h = h,. The proof of 
Theorem 4 in [3] shows that 1: f(y)acof(p) .Jr’ g(y) for all 1 <p, and 
then Lemma E of that paper implies that there is an admissible functionf’ 
such that f(a) = f(a) +f’(a) for all a and J; f’(y) 3 So”+ g(y) for all A -C p. 
But then Theorem 4 of [3] establishes the existence of an A-group A such 
that fA = f’ and E,(A) 2 pp(G/H). Since H is a subgroup of the balanced 
projective group G, Lemma 4.3 of [ 141 tells us that (f, h) is an admissible 
pair, and therefore there is a balanced projective B with fB = f and h, = h. 
Finally, observe that H is isomorphic to H’ = B @ A since H and H’ are 
B-modules with the same B-invariants. 
4. B-MODULES WITH DECOMPOSITION BASES 
We shall prove that a B-module possesses a decomposition basis if and 
only if it decomposes into the direct sum of a balanced projective group 
and a (torsion) A-group. We require the following lemma, where R denotes 
the closure of H in the p-topology of the p-local group G. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a reduced p-local group of infinite limit length p, 
where cof(p) # w, and suppose H is an isotype subgroup. If H has a free 
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valuated decomposition basis, then R c H + G,, where G, denotes the maxi- 
mal torsion subgroup of G. 
ProoJ Let C= @VE y ( y ), where Y is a decomposition basis of H such 
that Ip”yl = ) yl + n whenever y E Y and n < o. Assume by way of contradic- 
tion that there is an x,, in A= nl 4~ (H + p”G) that does not lie in H + G,. 
We claim, under this assumption, that we can construct a sequence 
blL<W of elements B\(H+ G,) and a corresponding nondecreasing 
sequence {mn)n<w of nonnegative integers such that 
(1) x,,=h,+x,+l, where h,EM; 
(2) Ix,+,l> Ix,l; 
(3) p”“h, is an element of C each component of which has height less 
than ~x,,+~) +m,. 
Since the x,‘s will inherit from x0 the property of being in R\( H + G,), it 
clearly suffices to explain how x1, ho, and m, can be chosen so as to satisfy 
(1 ), (2), and (3) for n = 0. First, because x0 E B\G,, there is an hb in H 
such that x’, = x0 - hb has height exceeding sup{ jpkx,l: k < CO}. Choose 
m, < w  so that pmOhb E C and let y’ be the sum of those components in C 
of p”“hb that have height > Ix; 1 + m,. Since H is isotype in G, y’ = p”Oh, 
where h E H and 1 hi >, Ix’, (. Now let h, = hb - h and observe that pmoho = 
pmOhb - y’ is an element of C all components of which have height less than 
~x~~+rn,d~x,~+rn,, wherex,=x,-h,=x’,+h. 
We now demonstrate that the existence of the above x,‘s leads to a 
contradiction. Note that x0 = h, + h, + . . + h, _, + x,, where 0(x,) = cc 
since x0 $ H + G,. Now let 
;1=sup{Ip”x,l:n<o and m<o}, 
and observe that ,I < p since cof(p) #w. Therefore there is an h,E H 
such that x,=x0-h, has height exceeding 1. Choose k < o such that 
pkh,E C and let n equal the number of nonzero components of pkh, 
in C. Then let m =max(k, m,, m,, . . . . m,_,} and consider the element 
p”h, = p”h, + pmh, + . . . + p”h, ~ , + pm(x, - x,). Observe that, for 
i= 1, . . . . n- 1, the height of p”hi is at least (1~~1 +m,_ 1) + (m-m,-,) and 
hence exceeds the height of the components of pmhip 1. Furthermore, 
(pm(x, - x,)1 = Ipmx,( > (Ix,1 + m,- r) + (m -m,- r) exceeds the height of 
the components of p”h, ~ r . Thus each pmhi contributes a nonzero compo- 
nent to p”h, and we are forced to the conclusion that pm(x, - x0) = 0. But 
this is absurd since (pmx,l >, Ix,\ > 2 2 Ipnx,(. 
We are now in position to state and prove the main result of this section. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let H be a B-module. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(1) H has a decomposition basis. 
(2) E,(H) is torsion for all ,u. 
(3) H is the direct sum of a balanced projective group and an A-group. 
Proof: Assume that H has a decomposition basis. Since the property of 
possessing a decomposition basis is inherited by direct summands [16], 
in order to show that (1) implies (2) we may further assume that H is 
a p-elementary B-module with cof(p) # o. Thus there exists a p-local 
balanced projective group G with (H, G) a BP-pair. We may suppose that 
G has length ,u; for otherwise E,(H)= g/H would be trivial. Note that 
Lemma 4.1 is applicable because the structure of G insures that the decom- 
position basis of H can be chosen so that it generates a free valuated sub- 
group. Then any element x + H of R/H can be written as z + H, where 
z E G,, and therefore R/H is a torsion group. 
Next let us assume that (2) is satisfied. Once again it suffices to consider 
the case where H is a p-elementary B-module for some p with cof(p) # w. 
Hence we may assume that (H, G) is a BP-pair, where G is a p-local 
balanced projective group and E,(H) = pp(G/H) is torsion. Then by the 
structure theorem in [lS] for balanced projective groups, we can write 
G/H= (G,/H) 0 (G,/H), where p”(G,/H) = 0 and G,/H is a torsion group. 
It is then a routine transfinite induction, exploiting the fact that H is 
almost balanced in G, to prove simultaneously that p”G n G, = paG, and 
p”(G,/H)= (p”G, + H)/H for all a <p. Because of the length of G,/H, H 
is balanced in G, and therefore G, = HO B,, where B, r G,/H is a 
balanced projective group. It follows immediately that G = B1 0 G, 
and therefore (H, G,) is a BP-pair with GJH torsion. Consequently, 
Corollary 3.2 applies to yield the desired conclusion that H is the direct 
sum of a p-local balanced projective group and an A-group. Thus we have 
shown that (2) implies (3). Since (3) trivially implies (l), the proof of the 
theorem is complete. 
5. S-MODULES 
By an S-module we mean a B-module H with the property that each 
E,(H) is divisible. Note that the S-groups of [ 141 and also the SKT- 
modules of [l 1, 171 are included in the class of S-modules. Indeed the 
S-groups are just the torsion S-modules and, by Theorem 4.2, the SKT- 
modules are just those S-modules H with each E,(H) torsion. (By detini- 
tion, an SKT-module is a direct sum of an S-group and a p-local balanced 
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projective group.) For S-modules, the B-invariants simplify significantly 
and, in fact, can be viewed as a quadruple of cardinal valued functions on 
0,. Both S-groups [7] and XT-modules [ 111 are known to be closed 
under direct summands, but it remains unresolved whether or not direct 
summands of S-modules are once again S-modules. Our purpose here, 
however, is not to investigate the closure properties of S-modules, but 
rather to establish the ubiquity of this particular class of B-modules. More 
precisely, we shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. If H is an isotype subgroup of the reduced p-local 
balanced projective group G with G/H countable, then H is an S-module. 
As with the torsion analogue, Theorem 2.11 in [S], we first reduce the 
proof to the case where G/H is a valuated coproduct of rank 1 divisible 
c-valuated groups. Next we construct an S-module H’ with the same 
Ulm-Kaplansky and Warfield invariants as H, with H’ imbedded as an 
isotype subgroup of a p-local balanced projective group G’ where G/H 
and G//H’ are isomorphic as c-valuated groups. Then an application of 
Theorem 1.1 will show that HE H’. 
Since the first step in the proof, as outlined in the preceding paragraph, 
is essentially an exercise concerning countable c-valuated groups, it seems 
appropriate that we review some basic facts about c-valuated groups. A 
c-valuated group is a p-local group A endowed with a valuation v: A -+ COm 
that satisfies the following conditions: (i) v(0) = co and v(nx) = v(x) 
if (n, p) = 1; (ii) v(x + y) 3 min{v(x), v(y)}; (iii) v(px) 2 v(x) and 
v(px) > v(x) if D(X) is an isolated ordinal; (iv) v(x) 3 1 for all x and if 
v(x) > C-J > 1 with (T isolated, then x = py for some y with u(y) > g. There 
are two noteworthy elementary consequences of this definition: (v) If 
v(x) # v(y), then v(x + y) = min{ u(x), v(y)}. (vi) If v(x) = L or i + 1, where 
2 is an infinite limit ordinal, then A= sup{ v( y): y E A and py = x]. If B is 
any subgroup of the c-valuated group A, then the quotient group A/B 
becomes a c-valuated group with valuation u(x + B) = sup{ v(x + b): b E B}. 
Finally, a subgroup B is called a c-valuated subgroup provided B is a 
c-valuated group under the induced valuation. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let A be a countable c-valuated group such that 
v(x) # CC for all x#O in A. Then A contains a c-valuated subgroup B 
such that B is the valuated coproduct of rank 1 divisible c-valuated groups 
and no element of the quotient group A/B assumes limit values of cofinality 
exceeding w. 
Proof Call an ordinal “bad’ if it is of the form p + n, where n < w  and 
p is a limit ordinal of cotinality exceeding o. The proof of Theorem 2.11 in 
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[S] establishes the existence of a c-valuated subgroup BO of the countable 
c-valuated group A such that B, is a valuated coproduct of c-valuated 
B(p”)‘s, u(x) is “bad” for all nonzero x E B, and if u(x + B,) is “bad,” then 
0(x+ B,) # p. Furthermore, as follows from that proof, if B is any 
c-valuated subgroup of A with B[p] = Bo[p] and if u(x + B) is “bad,” then 
0(x + B) # p. (Actually, the argument in [S] is slightly garbled but can be 
set right if all inequalities are reversed in the two displays that occur at the 
end of the proof.) For present purposes, the most useful conclusion to be 
drawn from the construction of B, is the following: 
(*) If B is a c-valuated subgroup of A with B[p] = B,[p] and if 
u(x + B) is “bad,” then u(px + B) d u(x + B) + 1. 
Indeed, if to the contrary we had u(px + B) > u(x + B) + 1, then by (iv) 
there would exist y E A such that py + B= px + B and u(y + B) 2 
u(x + B) + 1. But then, because of (v), z =x - y is an element of A such 
that u(z + B) = u(x+ B) is “bad” and O(z + B) = p. This contradiction 
confirms (*). 
The next step in the construction of the desired c-valuated group B is the 
selection from the set 
{ y E A: u(p”y) Q u(y) + n for all n < o and u(y) is a limit 
with cof(u(y)) > OJ} 
of a subset Y = { Y,}~~ I which is maximal with respect to B, @ @ ie; ( yi) 
being a valuated coproduct. Since the latter requirement is of finite charac- 
ter, there is no question about the existence of Y. Then because of (vi) and 
the countability of A, there exists for each i E I a c-valuated group Di z Q 
containing y;. Indeed Di is generated by a sequence { y!“‘}, <W, where 
y!‘)= y. and for all n py!“+‘)= cn) yi and u(yj”‘) = u(yi). It is routine to 
check that i= B, 0 Gi, I bi is a valuated coproduct and consequently B 
is a c-valuated subgroup by Corollary 2.5 of [S]. It remains only to show 
that the quotient A/B satisfies the condition asserted in the statement of the 
proposition. Toward this end, suppose that u(y + B) = p, where cof(p) > o. 
Since B is countable and u(y + B) = sup{ u(y + b): b E B}, we may assume 
that u(y) = p. Repeated applications of (*) lead us to conclude that 
u(p”y) < u( p”y + B) 6 u( y + B) + n = u(y) + n 
for all n < o. It follows that u(p”y) = u(p”y + B) for all n and consequently 
B@ ( JJ) is a valuated coproduct. This, however, contradicts the maxi- 
mality of Y. Hence no such y can exist, and the proof is completed. 
COROLLARY 5.3. If H is an isotype subgroup of the p-local balanced 
projective group G with GfH countable, then there is an isotype subgroup K 
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of G such that K/H is a coproduct of rank 1 divisible c-valuated groups and 
K is itselfea balanced projective group. 
Proof. As we may assume that G is reduced, the hypotheses of Proposi- 
tion 5.2 are satisfied for A = G/H. Thus we choose K so that K/H = B 
satisfies the conclusion of that proposition. Since G/H is endowed with the 
coset valuation, K is an isotype subgroup of G by Corollary 2.2 of [S]. 
Moreover, the fact that no element of G/Kr A/B can assume limit value of 
colinality exceeding w  implies that K is separable in G. Finally, since G/K 
is countable, Theorem 1.5 of [lo] applies to show that K is a balanced 
projective group. 
By Corollary 5.3, there is no loss of generality if we assume, for the pur- 
poses of proving Theorem 5.1, that G/H is a countable coproduct of rank 
1 divisible c-valuated groups. It is now, however, necessary that we make 
some observations about the structure of the rank 1 divisible c-valuated 
groups. Leaving aside the maximum valuation where every element receives 
value co, there are essentially two sorts of c-valuated Q’s and two sorts of 
c-valuated Z(p”)‘s. For each limit ordinal 11, there is the c-valuated Q of 
type ,u, where each nonzero element receives value p, and also the 
c-valuated Q of type p + 1, wherein there exists an element x # 0 such that 
v(p”x) = p + n for all n < o and each element of Q\(x) receives values p. 
For the c-valuated Z(p”)‘s, there are those of type fi arising as the non- 
trivial homomorphic images of c-valuated Q’s of type p, and those of type 
p + n realized as the quotient O/( p”+ ’ x), where Q, as described in the 
preceding sentence, is of type p + 1. (See also the discussion of c-valuated 
Z(p”)‘s in [IS].) 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 5.1, we require a result on the 
existence of isotype subgroups H of balanced projective groups G with G/H 
a prescribed rank 1 divisible c-valuated group. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let D be a rank 1 divisible c-valuated group of type p + n, 
where n < o and p is an infinite limit ordinal, and suppose f is an admissible 
function of length u. Then there is an isotype subgroup H of a p-local 
balanced projective group G such that fH = f and G/H g D, as c-valuated 
groups. If D g Z(p”) or tf n # 0, then H is a (torsion) S-group. If, however, 
D is a c-valuated Q of type u and if h is any cardinal valued function on ~9~ 
of length u such that (f, h) is an admissible pair, then H can be constructed 
to be a u-elementary S-module with h, = h. 
Proof: First choose a p-local balanced projective group A4 such that 
fM = f and pr‘M g Z,. If H is the maximal torsion subgroup of M, then H 
is an S-group by definition, fH = f, and it is easily checked that M/H is a 
c-valuated Q of type p + 1. If we desire G/H to be a c-valuated Z(p”) of 
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type p + n, then we need only take G = M/pP’““M and identify the S-group 
H with its canonical image in G. 
Suppose, however, that D is a c-valuated Q of type p and that h is as in 
the hypotheses of the lemma. By the previously cited existence theorem of 
[14], there exists a p-local balanced projective group G with fc =f and 
h, = h. Choose a decomposition basis (.x~}~~, of G such that, for each limit 
ordinal A<p, h,(A)= J{~EZ: lx;1 =E,}I and let F= Bie, (xi). Since F is 
an infinite rank free group, there is an epimorphism r~: F + Q. Moreover, 
r] can be chosen so that q(xi) # 0 for all i and sup{ JxJ: I = 1) = p. As 
F is a nice subgroup of G and G/F is a totally projective p-group, q extends 
to a homomorphism rc: G + Q (see Theorem 1.13 in [ 151). Observe that 
H = Ker 7t is isotype in G since G/H is torsion-free and that, for the same 
reason, fH = fc. Viewing Q with the c-valuated structure induced by the 
canonical map G/H g Q, we see that 1 receives value p and, since G/H is 
a torsion-free c-valuated group, each element of Q\Z, also receives value 
,u. Furthermore, because G has length p, no nonzero element of Z, can 
receive any value other than p; that is, G/H z Q is of type p. Clearly H is 
a p-elementary S-module, and it remains only to explain why h, = h. The 
latter fact follows from the observation that the canonical map x + pi*H -+ 
x + p”G is an isomorphism of H/p’-‘H onto G/p”*G for all A < p. This map 
is one-to-one because H is isotype in G and it is onto because G = H + p”G 
for all cf < p. 
We are now in position to complete the proof of Theorem 5.1. By 
Corollary 5.3, we may assume that we have a valuated coproduct 
G/H= @ icl GJH, where I is a countable index set and, for each i, G,/H 
is a rank 1 c-valuated divisible group of type pj + ni, where ni < o and pL, 
is an infinite limit ordinal. Furthermore, by the proof of Proposition 5.2, we 
may assume that cof(p;) # o for each i. We shall require the following 
crucial fact: If G,/H is a c-valuated Q of type pi, then pi= 
sup{2 <pj: h”(A) #O>. Indeed given /I <pi, there is clearly an element 
x E G,\H such that B < 1x1 = ,J. < pLi, where A is a limit ordinal and there are 
no gaps in the height sequence of x. Since cof(pi) # w, there is a y E H such 
that A+ o < Ix + yl and, consequently, Ip”y( = (p”x( = 2 + n for all n < w. 
Thus y determines a nonzero element of p’H/p”*H and therefore hH(A) # 0. 
Next observe, because I is countable and each pi has uncountable con- 
finality, that we can easily obtain a decomposition h, = h + Cie, h,, where 
hi has length pi if G,/H is a c-valuated Q of type pi and h, = 0 otherwise. 
Then we apply Lemma E of [3] to obtain a decomposition 
fH = fH + Cie, fi, where, for each i, fi is an admissible function of length pi 
with SE’” A.(y)=Jz+“f,(y) whenever a<pi. Since (fH, hH) is an 
admissible pair, by Lemma 4.3 of 1141, it follows that each (fj, hi) is also 
an admissible pair. Applying Lemma 5.4, we obtain, for each iE Z, an 
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S-module Hj with f,; =f,, h,; = hi and such that HI is isotype in a p-local 
balanced projective group G,!, where G:/Hi z G,/H, as c-valuated groups. 
Finally, taking H’ = G,, @ @ ic I HI and G’ = GO @ @ iE I G,!, where GO is a 
p-local balanced projective group with fc, = fH and ho, = h, we apply 
Theorem 1.1, which allows us to conclude that H is isomorphic to the 
S-module H’. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
6. EXISTENCE THEOREMS AND OTHER PROBLEMS 
In the preceding two sections, we have derived structural consequences 
from ad hoc existence theorems. It would be desirable to have a general 
existence theorem that gives necessary and sufficient conditions on the 
B-invariants in order for there to exist a B-module with the given 
invariants. Generalizing the methods of [3], we can establish the following 
result in the elementary case. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let p be a limit ordinal of uncountable cojmality and 
suppose that (f, h) and (g, k) are admissible pairs of functions such that 
f(u) = 0 = h(cr) for all o! 3 p. Then there exists a p-elementary B-module H 
such that fH = f, h, = h, F,‘f = g, and GF = k tf and only if, for all ,8 -C p, 
The next proposition is more or less an immediate corollary of 
Theorem 6.1 and the decomposition properties of admissible functions. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let A denote an arbitrary collection of limit ordinals 
not confinal with o and suppose for each ,u E A%’ that (g,, k,) is an admissible 
pair of functions. Further, suppose that (f h) is also an admissible pair. 
There exists a B-module H such that fH = f, h, = h, Fz = g,, and G,” = k,, 
(for each n E A’) if and only if: 
(1) !,"f(~)>C{~F'g,(~): PEA andp>>}, 
(2) h=Cv,,MhP, where l$h,(a)>JF+ k,(a) for each PLEA andall 
P<P. 
Even though the preceding proposition establishes a general existence 
theorem, we hasten to add that it is not entirely satisfactory. Indeed, it does 
not meet our self-imposed criterion of solving the following problem. For 
that reason, we have suppressed the proof with the hope that a stronger 
and more definitive existence theorem will emerge. 
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PROBLEM 6.3. If H is an isotype subgroup of the p-local balanced 
projective group G such that G/H is a coproduct of uniformly c-valuated 
balanced projective groups must H necessarily be a B-module? 
Finally, we should remark that a natural conjecture for an existence 
theorem more satisfactory than Proposition 6.2 would be to substitute for 
the expedient condition (2) the following condition, which for the Warlield 
invariants is the analogue of (1) pertaining to the Ulm-Kaplansky 
invariants. 
(3) f,“h(cr)>C {SF+ k,(cr):p~E and p>/3}. 
However, one should recall that the Warfield function h (unlike the Ulm 
functionf) is not necessarily admissible, so there is a big difference between 
the decomposability properties off and h. Indeed, the conjecture is false. 
Conditions (1) and (3) are, in fact, necessary for there to exist a B-module 
H with fH=f; hH= h, FF = g,, and G,H = k,. But as the next example 
illustrates, they are not sufficient. To obtain a specific counter-example 
from the following proposition, simply let the decomposition basis of H,, 
for each p, consist of a single element. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Suppose H = @ ~ c ,& H,, , where .A = {p < co2 : cof(p) 
= CO, } and, for each p, H, is a p-elementary B-module with E,(H,) not 
torsion. Then h”(A) > N, for arbitrarily large 2 <oz. 
Proof For each p, let H, be isotype in the p-local balanced projective 
group G, and let X, be a decomposition basis for G,. Suppose that /I < 02. 
If PEA and B<p, then by Theorem 6.1 there is an x,EX~ such that 
/I < Ix,, < p. Now define a function 4: A + o2 as follows: d(p) = 0 if p < p 
and d(p) = (x,1 if b < p. Then q5 is a regressive function (that is, b(p) <p for 
all p E A’) and, since A? is a stationary subset of o2 (see Section 7 in [S]), 
Fodor’s lemma implies that there is a A < w2 such that &‘(A) = {p E A: 
/3 < ,u and Ix,1 = A} is also stationary in w2. In particular, hH(A) = ho(A) 2 
Id-‘(n)1 > K. 
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